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GENERAL INFORMATION 
• Half-day workshop 
• Terry Smith is the primary convener for the workshop 
• There will be a hands-on component. Attendees will be able to login and see the tools for themselves and 
 in the case of Attribute Validation they can check their own accounts.  
• There are no constraints on the number of attendees 
• Data projector/whiteboard 

DESCRIPTION 
The AAF operates as a shared service and provides a common and secure authentication framework for the 
Australian higher education and research sector. Subscribers include all Australian universities, CSIRO, a 
number of research support organisations, and a number of organisations providing products and services to 
users. This means that access via the AAF is provided to over 1 million end users who can use their 
institution’s credentials to access web based resources that are connected to the AAF.  
 
More and more, research is an increasingly collaborative exercise and researchers need ways to exchange 
information and manage all aspects of their collaboration with colleagues from different disciplines, different 
institutions and time zones. In addition, each subscriber organisation has developers who need to technically 
connect services and systems to the Federation and moniter the well-being of these services and systems.  
 
This is where the AAF can help.  
 
The goal of the workshop is to provide researchers and developers with information on a suite of value-added 
AAF tools that have been developed in response to these needs.  At the workshop we’ll showcase some of the 
following tools that have been developed by the AAF :  
  
 AAF Virtual Home (VH) –allows trusted external partners access to the resources they need. Ideal for  
  collaborative research facilities to manage user identities for international, government and industry-
  based researchers. 
 Level of Identity Assurance Registry (LoIAR) – enables assertion of end users with higher levels of  
  Identity Assurance or ‘trust’; 
 Federation Registry (FR) – a central point of registration, management and reporting for Organisations, 
  Identity Providers, Service Providers and system administrators participating in the AAF; 
 Federation Status – a monitoring solution that will act as an early warning system by monitoring IdP and 
  SP infrastrucutre centrally at the AAF; 
 AAF User Support Framework – enhances researcher self-support and assists Service Desks to provide 
  support for the Federation and federated services.  

OUTLINE 
This half-day workshop will cover the following topics: 
 
1. Introduction 
 10 minutes 
2. How we do user support 
 20 minutes 
3. Tools for providing access and verifying accounts  
  -  Virtual Home (VH) 
  -  Attribute Validation (AV) 
  -  Levels of Identity Assurance Registry (LoIAR) 
 60 minutes 
4. Tools for managing your federation pieces 
  -  Federation Registry (FR) 
  -  Federation Status (Monitoring) 
 30 minutes 
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5. Group discussions - feedback and future road map  
 60 minutes 
 
6. Wrap up 
 15 minutes 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 
Researchers collaborating with business and community partners and software developers looking after 
federating services within their organisation will benefit from attending the workshop.  

WHAT TO BRING 
A laptop (web browser / wifi) 
 

ABOUT THE PRESENTERS 
Please provide a short biography of each workshop presenter below. 
 
Terry Smith.  Terry is the Australian Access Federation Technical Manager. In early 2009 Terry managed 
the AAF Pilot project that boot-strapped today's AAF operation. Terry is responsible for the ongoing operation 
of the federation and for providing support and training activities to the AAF subscriber community. Terry is 
an experienced IT professional who has been working in Identity and Access Management in the tertiary 
sector for more than 25 years. 
 
Bradley Beddoes. Bradley is the Australian Access Federation Technical Architect and responsible for the 
design and implementation of AAF software and system architectures. He has worked on delivering secure, 
standards focused web applications and redundant, scalable IT architectures for the past 10 years for higher 
education and private sector clients within Australia and abroad.  
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